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DIPLOMA EXAMINATION IN ENGINEERING/TECHNOLOGY/
MANAGEMENT/COMMERCIAL PRACTICE 

- APRIL. zl:p
THEORY OF STRUCTURES _ II

(Maximum marks: 100)

PART - A

(Maximum marks: l0)

I Answer a// questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

l. Define buckling load"

2. Name the two methods of determining the forces in a perfect fiame.

3. Distinguish clearly direct stress and bending sfess.

4. State Mohr's theorem-Il.

5. Define stiffiress factor and carry over factor. (5x2 = l0)

PART - B

(Maximum marks: 30)

II Answer any five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

1. How Rankine's formula is applicable for both short and long columns ?

2. A mild steel rod 50mm diameter and 3rn long is used as a column whose one end
is fixed and other end is hinged. If E : 2xlOsN/mm2 and factor of safety : 4,
determine the safe compressive load on the column.

3. A fixed beam AB of span L carries a point load W at rnid span. Determine the fixing
moments.

4. Discuss the conditions of stability of a dam.

5. A rectangular RC simply supported beam of qpan 3m and cross section 200x350 mm
carries a point load'of 125 KN at its mid span. Find maximum siope and deflection
of the beam. Take E = 2xl0aN/mm2.

6. A cantilever beam AB of lenglh L carries a uniformly distributed load of rv/rmit

length throughout the length. Find the slope and deflection at the free end by using

Mohr's theorem.

7. Define the tenns : (a) Fixed end moments (b) Unbalanced moment (c) Distibuted
moment. 15x6 = 30)
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PART _ C

(Maximum marks: 60)

(AnswooneftllquestionfromeachuniLEachfullquestioncarries15marls.)
UNrr - I

(a)Determinethelrmitinglengthofabothendshingedcolumnofsection60xl00mm
so that the ultimate crushing 't"" it 250N/mm2' Assume Young's modulas

E : 2x1ff N/mm2. 
'r LJvt 7

(b)Acolumninaframedstuctureisformedofmild|eelpipe200mmextemaldiameter
and l0 mm thick. It has 3m long and it's both ends are hinged. Taking factor of

safety as 4, find the safe load that can be applied on the column'

Take fc : 330N/mm2 and Rankine'r.o*trJ cl. : 1/1600 8

On

Determinetheforcesinthemembersofthetrussshownbelow.

Marks
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UNrr - II

(a) Explain the term limit of eccenticity and derive the expression for eccenticity for

a solid circular section.

(b) A mild steel tube 4m long, 30mm intemal diameter and 4mm thick is used as a

strut with both ends are hinged. Find the crippling load if ;

(i) Both ends are fixed (ii) one end is fixed and other end is free

(Take E :2x10N/mm2)

On

(a) Determine the fixing moments and draw the BM and SF diagram of a fixed beam

AB of span 5m carryrng a uniformly distibuted load of lOKN/m throughout trc ryan

(b) The back fill of a minonry retaining wall having bapezoidal section is vertical.

The height of the wall is 12m and it retains earth up to its top. If the top width of

the wall is 4m. determine ig base widttr. Assume weight of earttr as 18 KN/m3

. and that of masonry as 22KN/m3. Take a : 450'

. UNn - III

(a) A cantilever beam l20mm wide and 200rnm deep is 2.50m long. Find ttre uniforrnly

distibuted load the beam should carry to produce a deflection of 5mm at its free

end. Take E:2xlffN/mmz.
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(b) A beam simply supported at its both ends carries a uniforrnly distributed load ofl6KN/m' If ttre deflection of the beam at its center is limited to 2.5mm, find the
span of the beam. Take flexural rigldity EI for the beam as 9xl0r2N/mm2.

On

(a) using double integation method, derive the expressions for a cantilever beam ABof length L carrying a point load at the free end.

(b) A simply supported rectangular RC beam of span 4m and cross section
l50rnmx300mm is carrying a uniformly distibuted load of l0 KN/m throughout
the span and a point load of 50KN at its mid span. Find the maximum s.p;"ra
deflection of the beam. Take E = 2xl0aN/mm2.

UNn .--- IV
A continous beam ABC are of span length AB = 4m and Bc = 6m. The portion AB
caries a uniformly distributed load of 60KN/m and the portion BC carries a uniformty
diskibuted load of lO0KN/m. If all the supports are simply supported, draw the sF
and BM diagram.

Marks
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On

A beam ABC is fixed at A and c and simply supported at B. The span AB carries a
point load of 15KN at its center. The span BC carries a uniformly distributed load of
lOKN/m. If AB : 5m and BC : 4rn, draw the SF and BM diagram by moment
distribution method. 
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